


§  Biothermic founded in 2014 

§  Focused on design and 
supply of small scale biomass 
heating systems  

§  Distribution partner with 
Fröling of Austria 



§ Firewood 

§ Wood chips 

§ Wood pellets 



8KW - 500KW 

10 KW - 150KW 

150KW – 1MW+ 



WOOD 
PELLETS! 

§  Highly predictable 

§  Easy to move 

§  Easy to store 

§  Very efficient burn 

§  Easy to move in bulk 

§  Allows for the installation of low 
maintenance heating systems 



§  Highly automated 
§  Startup and shut down 
§  Pellet feeding 
§  Combustion control 
§  Temperature controls 

§  Hands free for months (monthly ash bin to 
empty) 

§  Periodic cleaning 



§  Super sacs (1 tonnes each) avaialble at most smaller producers 

§  40 pound bags…  Boo!!! 



PELLET 
STORAGE 
OPTIONS 

§  Agricultural silos 

§  Pro: easy to purchase 
and simple to install 

§  Con: may not fit with 
some property design 

§  Sizes available from 
3tonne and up 



§  Bag Silos  
§  Assembled indoors, carried through doorways. 
§  Fabric silo is breathable and must be kept in a dry 

room 
§  Maximum 7 tonnes (ish).  



§  Many ways to build pellet storage 
inside conventional construction 
building 

§  Pellets conveyed to boiler with 
augers, suction hoses 

§  Ideal for containerized boiler/pellet 
storage units 



§  From the final screening at the mill to the boiler, we should aim to minimize pellet 
handling 

§  Dust causes problems in pellet storage and handling systems and reduces system 
efficiency. 

§  Positive pressure pneumatic systems on trucks will minimize pellet degradation 

§  Augers and airlocks will degrade pellets more rapidly. 

§  When procuring pellets, durability is an important measure. 

§  So how do we move pellets cheaply and effectively? 



§  Customers won’t buy 
pellet boilers 
without reliable 
supply 

Forever Fuels in UK: A big chicken, or lots of 
eggs.   

§  Businesses won’t 
invest in 
infrastructure (trucks 
and storage) without 
customers 



§  Pellet storage and pneumatic delivery truck 
in Port Carling 

§  15 tonne delivery capacity 

§  Modeled after propane/fuel oil industry 

§  Several pellet boilers in the area. 

•  Based out of Port Carling 
and servicing Central 
Ontario 

•  15 ton capacity 
•  Walinga grain truck with 

speumatic blower and rotary 
airlock 

•  Truck body must be tipped 
to exaust load 

•  Pellets loaded into top from 
above hatches  

•  $130/hour operating cost 



•  Similar trucks can be found in 
areas of agricultural activity and 
are used to move grain and feed 
products. 

•  Limitation is a less than maximum 
load allowed on highways 

•  Benefit is shorter body length 
permits access into smaller spaces 
which is essential for smaller 
customers. 

•  No weighing system 



•  14 ton pellet silo on hook lift 
frame supplied by Tropper of 
Austria 

•  Weighing system mounted 
between silo and hooklift 
frame. 

•  On order and delivery to 
Thunder Bay expected in 
January of 2018 



Challenge: difficult to keep a dedicated 
pellet truck busy in any Canadian Market 
 
Solution: use a hooklift truck that can 
drop the pellet silo and grab a wood 
chip, aggregate or other box and work 
moving other products. 
 
Pro: much higher utility of the prime 
mover 
 
Con: Hooklift body adds $80k to truck 
price 
Con#2: truck must be fitted with 
hydraulics adequate to run blower  
Con#3 $350k purchase price 



§  Single, larger silo truck 

§  Sloped bottom, no tipping 
required to exhaust 

§  Dedicated truck.   



Hooklift truck with additional 14 ton 
silo trailer. 
 
Only one blower requred to exhaust 
both silos 
 
30 tons total closer to max load 
possible on highways. 
 
Con: It’s a pretty long truck!  Not 
ideal for smaller customers but ideal 
for longer hauls 



PELLET PLANTS WITH 
PNEUMATIC DELIVERY (RARE!) 

§  Shaw Resources in Shubenacadie NS 

§  30T pneumatic capacity 

§  Great set up for institutions, difficult for residential because of access and multiple 
small loads 

§  Ideal for longer haul distances 



§  Wide assortment of bulk haulers capable of 
carrying pellets. 

§  Pro: max allowable weight can be quickly 
attained.  Pellet density is 650-700 kg/m3 so 
available volume is not a problem. 

§  Pellet load must be well covered!  Wood 
pellets are like sponges and will quickly 
absorb water leading to pellet breakdown and 
more dust. 

§  Self unloading trailers cannot fill a vertical silo 
without aid….... 



Resolute Pellet Plant – 50k tonne production, 300 tonne storage 

•  Purpose built belt bottom trailers for hauling pellets from Resolute (Thunder Bay) to 
OPG Atikokan 

•  Max load of 36 Tonne (sometimes slightly more) 
•  Unloads very quickly at back end (non pneumatic) 



•  Agricultural grain vacuums are common and available to move pellets 
•  Usually PTO driven from a tractor but can be set up with an electric or diesel motor 
•  Grain vac with electric motor for site storage filling ~$50k 
 



§  Canadian pellet production is immense, domestic consumption is incredibly small! 

§  Canada is HUGE and transport costs are significant for pellets.  Any installation needs a 
local supplier or proper planning for longer haul pellet transport. 

§  Canada needs to build a network of distribution and storage to ensure a stable 
domestic supply of bulk pellets at a steady cost. 
§  Higher cost of new carbon 
§  Gov incentives to install pellet heating systems 
§  Long term heat purchase agreements for pellet heating for Gov buildings 
§  Increased desire of consumers to ditch fossil fuels and use wood!   

§ Wood is Good! 



Vince Rutter 
Biothermic Wood Energy Systems 
Inc. 
 

www.biothermic.ca 
vince@biothermic.ca 
807-355-5519 


